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EXT. SEVEN SINS - NIGHT

TWO DOORMEN stand at the doorway. A line of SKANKS, EMOS, and 
WANNA BE HIPSTERS curl around the block. A throbbing baseline 
permeates through the walls.

Fisher walks up and slips one of the bounces some money to 
cut the line.

INT. SEVEN SINS - CONTINUOUS

The club is packed. An INDUSTRIAL TECHNO GROUP plays on a 
stage in the back. The club is decorated with statues and 
paintings that represent the seven deadly sins.

Fisher moves through the club like a snake, weaving in and 
out of the pockets of people, and heads to a set of elevator 
doors guarded by TWO MUSCLED BOUNCERS.

When Fisher arrives both Bouncers step in front of the 
elevator doors.

BOUNCER #1
Private party.

Fisher leans forward and whispers something into Bouncer #1’s 
ear. Bouncer #1 nods and looks over to Bouncer #2.

BOUNCER #2
He’s cool.

They step aside and Fisher enters the elevator doors, a 
painting of “Wrath” above them.

INT. ARENA - CONTINUOUS

A steel cage octagon flanked by stands on all eight sides. 
The crowd is a mix of HIGH SOCIETY TYPES and your average 
STREET HUSTLERS.

On one side of the cage is Bruce. He stares are the ground, 
pacing from side to side like an angry ox.

The door on the other side of the cage opens. Bruce turns 
around to face his competition, and comes eye to eye with a 
shirtless Fisher. Fisher makes a kissy face at Bruce.

Bruce grunts.



BRUCE
(in French)

Alright ghost boy, you wanna man 
dance? Then we man dance.

A REF enters the cage and waves for the bell to ring.

Bruce rushes Fisher, who deftly dodges and keeps his 
distance. Bruce swings his fists, but only hits air.

The crowd is mixed. Some cheering. Some laughing at Bruce. 
Other booing that there isn’t blood already.

BRUCE (CONT’D)
Did you come here to fight or dance 
around like a fairy?

FISHER
I know you killed Carter.

BRUCE
Fuck you!

Bruce rushes Fisher again. Fisher dodges Bruce’s haymaker, 
grabs him, and takes Bruce down to the floor hard, instantly 
locking on an arm bar.

The crowd cheers wildly.

FISHER
Who killed my brother?

Fisher tightens the arm bar. The muscles and tendons around 
Bruce’s elbows bulge and strain.

BRUCE
Eat shit!

With the brute strength alone, Bruce grabs Fisher’s pant leg 
with his free arm and pulls Fisher up and over, forcing him 
to release his grip.

The crowd goes nuts at this seemingly impossible reversal. 
Fisher rolls away to safety and both men rise to their feet, 
Bruce shaking his arm in pain.

FISHER
Next time I grab you, I’m going to 
kill you.

BRUCE
Try it.
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Fisher and Bruce go toe to toe. Punches are exchanged. Fisher 
tries another take down but Bruce pushes him away.

Fisher backs up, feels the cut over his eye, and heads in for 
more punishment. 

Bruce launches a flurry of punches, but Fisher sees his 
opening and takes Bruce down hard to the ground again.

Fisher swings around and snaps a rear choke on Bruce.

FISHER
Who killed my brother!

Bruce flails his arms wildly. 

FISHER (CONT’D)
Answer me!

The crowd is on their feet, knowing the fight could end at 
any second.

Barely able to eek out a breath, Bruce answers.

BRUCE
Vasser... He... did them... both.

Fisher tightens the choke as hard as he can. His face is beet 
red, the veins in his forehead near bursting. Fisher jerks 
Bruce’s neck, ending it all. Bruce’s arms go limp.

The Ref steps in to break up the fight. The crowd is cheering 
and booing. Some people throw things into the ring.

Fisher stands up as the Ref attends to Bruce. The Ref checks 
for a pulse, but finds nothing. He turns to look at Fisher, 
but he’s already left the ring.
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